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The proposed development is for residential apartments at the 
Old Fort Road, Ballincollig, Co. Cork. This document provides 
details of the materials and finishes selected for the apartment 
units of Blocks A, B and C, amenity areas, common areas and 
external landscape spaces

Section 1.0 - INTRODUCTION

The Development is situated on a developable site area of  
1.065 Ha, which slopes down approximately 8m from the 
south to the north boundaries. 

The proposed number of units is 123 apartments over a range 
of 3 to 6 floors, with a proposed density of 115 units to the 
hectare. 272 Cycle spaces and 98 car parking spaces are to be 
provided.

The 3 Main Blocks are orientated along a North-South axis 
which allows for predominantly East and West facing 
apartments. This layout also allows for views through the site 
from Old Fort Road to the Regional Park and Lee Valley Hills 
beyond. Street Level Units, Entrance Lobbies, and a Creche are 
strategically located along Old Fort Road to create an active 
street front. 

The Blocks are connected by a Podiums at First Floor Level, 
creating courtyard style Outdoor Amenity spaces above, with 
car parking, bicycle parking, bin stores and service rooms 
located underneath. 
The top Floors of the 3 Main Blocks are set back to reduce 
massing, and Sedum-based Green Roof systems are proposed 
for the roof level of all the Blocks.

This Report identifies the principal external finished materials 
to be used in the proposed development, illustrated with 
planning drawings & reference images to describe the 
proposed colours & textures. 
These quality materials have been selected due to their 
inherent characteristics & robustness suitable for the  
residential typology within the environs of Ballincollig Town 
Centre.

Careful detailing and design has been developed to afford low 
maintenance and longevity of the materials to all residential 
units and connecting elements within the scheme.
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Section 2.0 

DESIGN APPROACH TO MATERIALITY - Context

A practical implementation of good Design and 
Material principles has informed the design of 
internal layouts, detailing of the proposed 
apartment buildings, and building facades. The 
façade materials will consist of render, brick, 
glazing, wood effect spandrel panels, profiled 
metal cladding, and pressed metal parapet.

A central part of the material design strategy was 
to employ materials that are of a high quality and 
contextually relevant to the site in question. A key 
influence at the early stages of the design was 
found in the ‘Crescent’ apartment complex 
directly to the South of the development. A 
drawing was produced to compare how this 
development might be both respectful of its 
immediate context and ensure that the materials 
used could be aesthetically pleasing, durable and 
long lasting. This drawing has been included to 
the right (Fig.01) and explores the materiality of 
the existing Crescent development and how the 
more successful elements of the scheme might be 
applied to the Old Fort Road SHD.

A high quality, durable render was used to treat a 
large proportion of the façade in the Crescent 
development which at the time of writing is 16 
years old. As the photographic survey on the 
below drawing shows, the render treatment 
shows little to no signs of degradation while 
remaining aesthetically pleasing and indeed 
functional.

Elements such as the Red/Brown Brick, standing 
metal seam cladding, and aluminium glazing 
elements were all selected to be sympathetic to 
the surrounding context of the site, as well as for 
their other benefits which shall be explored over 
the course of this document.  
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Fig . 01 – Context comparison drawing



Section 2.1 

DESIGN APPROACH TO MATERIALITY – Façade Components

The materials proposed for the external façades shall be easy to 
maintain and have excellent life-cycle qualities. The choice of 
external materials has been driven by our Client’s requirement 
for a fully sustainable and robust design solution. The high-
quality façade materials are designed to look aesthetically 
pleasing over their entire design life with brick, high quality 
render finishes and high quality glazing all designed to ensure 
minimal staining. The choice of materials also will be 
harmonious with the surrounding buildings in Ballincollig.

The adjacent table details the material type and proposed 
colours which are intended to be placed in the scheme.

Over the course of this section we will explore the selection of 
each individual component under the following headings;

• Outline Description

• Key Performance Characteristics

• Reason for Selection

• Maintenance Requirements

• Comments
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MATERIAL & COLOUR LEGEND

MATERIAL COLOUR

External Plaster Render Finish Light Grey

External Plaster Render Finish Cream / Off-White

External Plaster Render Finish Charcoal Grey

Brick Red / Brown

Concrete Light Grey

Standing Seam Metal cladding Grey

Powder coated Metal Balcony Rails Charcoal Grey

Powder coated double glazed Aluminium
Windows

Charcoal Grey

Spandrel Panel within Aluminium Frames Light Brown / Wood Effect

Powder coated Aluminium Glazed Doors Charcoal Grey

Powder coated Metal Doors Charcoal Grey

Powder coated Metal Gates Charcoal Grey

Metal Parapet Charcoal Grey

Fig . 02 – Material & Colour Legend
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MATERIAL ASSESSMENT - Render
OUTLINE DESCRIPTION • Through colour “monocouche” 

smooth plain finished Sand/ cement 
plaster

KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS • Durable waterproof layer

• Robust

• High Frost resistance
REASON FOR SELECTION • Not Prone to fungal growth

• Easy to clean & repaint

• High resistance to impact damage

• Traditional build up in line with Irish 
vernacular. 

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS • Minimal – Cleaning and repainting as 
required

COMMENTS • Contextually appropriate Material 
Choice – See section 2.1

• Maintenance schedule to be 
formulated by Facilities Management 
Company

Fig . 04 – Example of Cream/ off white  
Render colour to be used in scheme 
façade treatment

Fig . 07 – Example of Light Grey Render 
colour to be used in scheme façade 
treatment

Fig . 03 – Example of well maintained render 
used in apartment block

Fig . 05 – Example of well maintained render used in 
apartment block – Cream Render

Fig . 06 – Example of well maintained render used in 
apartment block – Light Grey Render
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MATERIAL ASSESSMENT - Brick
OUTLINE DESCRIPTION • Ibsotck Ellistown Heritage Red Stock 

Clay Brick measuring 215x102x65mm 
laid in stretcher bond.

• Mortar Colour light Grey, subject to 
site sample approval

KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS • Suitable weathering material

• Dimensionally accurate, consistency 
of colour and texture.

REASON FOR SELECTION • High Quality

• Robust 

• Ease of maintenance 

• Whole life design approach.

• In keeping with local area

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS • Minimal – Inspection & Cleaning

COMMENTS • Contextually appropriate Material 
Choice – See section 2.1

• Maintenance schedule to be 
formulated by Facilities Management 
Company

Fig . 09 – Example of 
Red brick o be used in 
scheme façade 
treatment

Fig . 08 – Design render showing location of Brick Plinth surrounding 
podium

Fig . 10 – Example Red Brick used in 
Plinth Composition

Fig . 11 – Example Brick used in Plinth 
Composition with White Render

Fig . 12 – Example Brick used in Plinth 
Composition with White Render
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MATERIAL ASSESSMENT - Concrete
OUTLINE DESCRIPTION • In Situ concrete Wall located at 

Parking Level

• Sectional overhang of above 
apartment block to prevent staining

KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS • Durable waterproof layer

• Robust

• High Frost resistance
REASON FOR SELECTION • Durable & Robust

• Overhang will prevent staining

• High Frost resistance 

• Locally Produced
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS • Minimal – Cleaning as required

COMMENTS Location of concrete material within 
scheme beneath podiums

Maintenance schedule to be formulated 
by Facilities Management Company

Fig . 14 – Example of 
Concrete colour to be 
used in scheme façade 
treatment

Fig . 15 – Example  finished in-situ Concrete walls Fig . 16 – Concrete wall construction 
process

Fig . 17 – Example Concrete wall 

Fig . 13 – Design render showing location of 
CONCRETE at Parking Level
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MATERIAL ASSESSMENT – Metal Standing Seam
OUTLINE DESCRIPTION • Sheets formed on-site

• Secret fixings for aesthetically 
pleasing finish 

KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS • Durable

• Weathertight

• Consistent finish and colour

• Quick installation
REASON FOR SELECTION • Easy to clean

• Low Fire Risk

• Recyclable 

• BRE Rating ‘Very Good’ 

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS • Minimal - Inspection & Cleaning

COMMENTS • Maintenance schedule to be 
formulated by Facilities Management 
Company

• Versatile installation for complicated 
plans

Fig . 19 – Example of standing metal 
seam claddings

Fig . 20 – Examples of standing seam metal 
cladding

Fig . 18 – Design 
render showing 
location of standing 
metal seam cladding 
on top floor 
apartments of Blocks 
A,B and C



Section 2.2

DESIGN APPROACH TO MATERIALITY - Balconies

The proposed scheme provides private amenity 
space through the use of private balconies and 
terraces which achieve and/or exceed the 
prescribed minimum areas and adjoin the main 
living spaces/ bedrooms of the apartments. 
Balconies (or roof terraces) are provided to all 
apartment units as shown on the floor plans 
where they will benefit from natural sun light for 
at least part of the day. 

Balconies will have a minimum depth of 2 metres 
and meet the minimum floor area requirement 
under the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design 
Standards for New Apartments’ issued by the 
Department of Housing, Planning and Local 
Government. Inset balconies are provided to give 
visual interest to the elevations as the façade 
treatment alternates between solid walls, glazed 
sections and balconies ‘punched’ into the 
elevation. Metal balcony rails act as balustrades 
and shall be high enough to provide protection 
yet retain views to the surrounding areas both 
inside and out of the site.

Balconies are simply detailed with light weight 
powder coated metal balustrades. Balconies all 
have a functional relationship with the main living 
areas of the apartment and in the majority of 
cases add a liveliness to the elevated podium 
areas, creating a pleasing connection from private 
apartment, to private amenity space and to the 
communal landscaped areas.

The use of balconies ‘punched’ into the façade 
will provide privacy and visual interest to the 
facades while at the same time allowing residents 
to be outside in a private space that is protected 
from the elements that are so often an issue in 
the Irish climate.
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Fig . 21 – Example of 
‘Punch’  protected 
Balconies  creating 
connection from 
apartments to outside 
space

Fig . 22 – Example of 
protected Balcony 
adding amenity to 
adjacent bedroom 
space

Fig . 23 – Old Fort Road 
Inset Balconies acting 
as connection space 
between private 
apartments and 
communal greenspace 
of  the podiums



Section 3.0 – Landscaping Strategy

3.1 - Landscape Design

One aspect of the Landscape Design Principles 
is to complement the architectural design 
with appropriate planting and materials 
robust for current uses while also enhancing 
the character of the site and surrounding 
areas.

3.2 - Boundary Treatment

Boundaries are to be defined with a mix of 
Galvanised, Powder coated Railings and 
Clipped/trained Screen Trees and Hedges.

3.3 – Streetscapes and pathways 

Hardscape materials proposed include; 
Concrete Block Pavers; Tarcamacadam
Asphalt; Grasscrete Cellular Reinforced 
Concrete Surface; Hardwood Anti-Slip 
Decking; Concrete Footpath. All of which are 
hard-wearing and low maintenance 
materials.

Please refer to the Landscape Drawings, 
Specifications and Reports for further details.
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Section 4 – Conclusion

The selection of high quality and robust materials 
and finishes is key to ensuring this residential 
development provides both durability and 
performance throughout the duration of its life. 
Through carefully considered specifications and 
detailing, and good practice installation methods, 
the intent is that the materials and finishes shall 
minimise their maintenance, replacement and 
degradation over the life span of the buildings.
These characteristics of the proposed materials go 
hand in hand with the intent to create 
aesthetically pleasing facades and a distinctive 
character for the development while remaining 
contextually sensitive to the neighbourhood.
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Section 5 – Appendix – Block elevations

Below is a selection of the building Elevations included in the SHD submission package provided in the interests of clarity. A key plan has been provided to display where each elevation is taken from 
while a Material Legend has been provided to annotate the location of each material treatment.
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